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If You Left Him For Me
Cody Simpson

Cody Simpson - If You Left Him For Me

~no capo

[Intro]

C#, Fm, F#, Bbm, Fm, F#

[Verse 1]

C#                         Fm       F#
Does he call you gorgeous even in the mornin ?
      Bbm               Fm F#
 Cause I would, I would
C#                                Fm          F#
Does he make you laugh when he s texting you in class girl?
      Bbm               Fm F#
 Cause I would, I would

[Pre-chorus]

              C#                  Fm       F#
Don t need no money, Oh honey, I just need you
            Bbm                    Fm       F#
It might be crazy, but maybe, you need me too
              C#
Let s hit the city, come with me
    Fm         F#      Bbm         Fm F#
Yeah I ll show you a thing or two

[Chorus]

                 C#                        Fm
I would love you longer, I would kiss you softer
                 Bbm                F#
I could give you everything you need
                 C#                       Fm
I would hold you tighter, make you smile wider
       Bbm                 F#
If you just left him for me
            C#      Fm              Bbm       F#
Girl you can t deny, that we re two of a kind
                     C#                           Fm              Bbm



I swear that I ll be worth it, don t you see how perfect it would be
   F#                 C# Fm Bbm F#                 C# Fm Bbm F#                 
C#
If you left him for me    If you left him for me    If you left him for me

[Verse 2]

C#                          Fm             F#
Does he make you mix tapes when you ve had a bad day?
       Bbm             Fm F#
 Cause I would, I would
C#                     Fm       F#
Does he buy you roses when you feelin  low girl?
       Bbm             Fm F#
 Cause I would, I would

[Pre-Chorus]

              C#                  Fm       F#
Don t need no money, Oh honey, I just need you
            Bbm                    Fm       F#
It might be crazy, but maybe, you need me too
              C#
Let s hit the city, come with me
    Fm         F#      Bbm         Fm F#
Yeah I ll show you a thing or two

[Chorus]

                 C#                        Fm
I would love you longer, I would kiss you softer
                 Bbm                F#
I could give you everything you need
                 C#                       Fm
I would hold you tighter, make you smile wider
       Bbm                 F#
If you just left him for me
            C#      Fm              Bbm       F#
Girl you can t deny, that we re two of a kind
                     C#                           Fm              Bbm
I swear that I ll be worth it, don t you see how perfect it would be
   F#                 C# Fm Bbm F#                 C# Fm Bbm F#                 
C#
If you left him for me    If you left him for me    If you left him for me

[Bridge]

Bbm G# C#   F#                 Bbm G# C# F#
     If you left him for me    If you left him for me



                  Bbm                       G#
I would love you longer, I would kiss you softer
                  C#                F#
I could give you everything you need
                  Bbm                      G#
I would hold you tighter, make you smile wider
        C#                 F#
If you just left him for me

[Chorus]

                 C#                        Fm
I would love you longer, I would kiss you softer
                 Bbm                F#
I could give you everything you need
                 C#                       Fm
I would hold you tighter, make you smile wider
       Bbm                 F#
If you just left him for me
            C#      Fm              Bbm       F#
Girl you can t deny, that we re two of a kind
                     C#                           Fm              Bbm
I swear that I ll be worth it, don t you see how perfect it would be
   F#                 C# 
If you left him for me    


